
 

 

MATCH REPORT 
HORNSBY BEROWRA EAGLES vs Willoughby Wildcats 
ROUND 13.  29/7/2022 
Rofe Park 
 
We all love a game under the lights at Rofe Park, although some found it on the cold side. The Eagles welcomed back 
the Wildcats after beating them at the same venue as last week. This time the Wildcats were at full strength, but 
would it be enough? The Wildcats opened with a behind courtesy of Tristan’s hand preventing a maximum. They 
then increased their lead scoring a goal after our players stopped thing a foul had been given for a high tackle. Lachy 
then jumped to touch the ball stopping a certain goal. Hornsby were making moves forward with Lawrence finding 
Austin and then onto Hamish before Mason kicked a behind. Lachy, Tristan, Jon and Andrew were right amongst it 
but Wild cats garnered another goal and behind which was answered by a behind from the Eagles. 
 
The second quarter saw plenty of Wildcat pressure. Andrew was putting in some big tackles in the mids, but we 
struggled to get the ball forward. The Wildcats kicked 3:1 but the Eagles replied with a big kick out of midfield finding 
Loz in space. Under pressure the contact wasn’t perfect, and the pill bounced just wide for a point. 
 
The Wildcats dominated the second half, but the Eagles tried hard. Will made a lot of tackles and kicked long, Ethan 
tackled well and found team mates with some nice kicks, Hamish tackled well and took a great mark above his head. 
Finn went close with a couple of shots, Lachy was brave in defence making some blocks saving points and Andrew 
had some decent ball and kicks too. 
 
The Wildcats were too strong on this Friday night, but Steve couldn’t fault the Eagles’ effort and was quick to lift their 
spirits ready for Sunday’s match 
  
Player of the match: Loz – stuck in the wilderness at full forward in cold conditions and was unlucky not to kick a goal 
Sydney Swans Callum Mills Courage award: Jeremy – another brave effort making lots of tackles and blocks. 
 
Match report: Steve Barton. 


